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Abstract
Spectrum sharing analyses on Co-Primary allocation of long
term evolution (LTE) networks in the band 2.6 GHz are
conducted in this research. The descriptive coexistence
requirements of LTE systems for wireless operators and
spectrum regulators are presented. Extensive analyses are
carried out for the unwanted emissions and unwanted
transmissions from a virtual LTE evolved node-B (eNB)
transmitter to another identical receiver of several bandwidths.
The coexistence requirements are further adjusted to account
for other interference-enabling and/or interference-disabling
parameters, such as multiple antenna systems, traffic load of
interfering cells, and down-tilt angles. A novel interference
metric is also proposed for weighting interference according
to inter-duplex and bandwidth normalization of overlapping
cells.

Figure 1: ITU options for the band 2.6 GHz.

Note that “Option 1” is the most favored by mobile operators
[1].

Keywords: LTE, inter-cell interference, traffic load, interduplexing overlap, Adjacent Channel Interference Ratio
(ACIR), separation distance, coexistence requirements.

For several years, the worldwide interoperability for
microwave access (WiMAX) was heavily being deployed in
the band 2.6 GHz [2]. Recently, however, LTE (versions FDD
and TDD) is gaining great momentum over its rival, i.e.
WiMAX [1], [3]. This is mainly attributed to LTE’s flexible
deployment and re-farming choices, which allow re-using (refarmig or re-mining) the same spectra used or being used by
its predecessors of the 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) technologies [4]. On the other hand, this implies that
4G technologies impose more pressure on the existing
congested spectra, with LTE networks being more peculiar.
Interference and sharing studies of 4G have therefore
dramatically increased over the last few years as a result of the
recently emerged coexisting technologies [5]. A number of
studies have been conducted to analyze and measure the
potential unwanted transmissions (and/or emissions) from 4G
systems to other technologies and vice versa. For instance,
typical LTE and WiMAX network capacity losses due to inband and adjacent channel interferences in the 900/1800 MHz
bands have been reported by [6], [7], respectively.

INTRODUCTION
Lately, the interest of wireless phone operators in the band 2.6
GHz (bands 7 and 38) has increased considerably [1]. This is
mainly ascribed to the coverage and spectral benefits
experienced in the band 2.6 GHz among others. In the same
context, the ITU has set three spectrum allocation plans to the
wireless industry in the deployment of mobile systems in this
band, as shown in Figure 1 [2].

The IMT-advanced technologies and other systems spectrum
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sharing studies conducted in [8–10] have proposed the
terrestrial and spectral separation requirements necessary for
WiMAX (as an IMT-advanced technology) to peacefully coexist with Fixed Wireless Access (FWA) and analog
frequency modulation (FM) broadcasting systems. The major
gap left in these studies is their inability to cover all the
requirements stipulated in [11] either as a 4G technology or an
IMT-Advanced standard. However, an improved type of intertechnology-inter-system interference analyses for WiMAX
and other network types was reported in [8]. This work,
however, proposes improved type of intra-technology-intercell interference studies in the band 2.6 GHz for 4G, in
general, and for LTE networks, in particular. Furthermore,
procedures and/or formulas devolved here are, more or less
applicable to any 4G frequency band; however, only band 2.6
GHz is considered owing to its key importance to the wireless
industry. The proposed methodology is found to be a function
of multiple inputs: unwanted emissions due to interferer and
victim imperfections, traffic load of interfering cell, the use of
multiple antennas at the disturbing transmitter, transmitter
down-tilt angel, and duplex schemes of systems in question.

Table 1: LTE system parameters
System parameters

value

number of transmission antennas

2

Interferer traffic load

30%, 80% & 100%

Interferer down tilt angel

3o, 5o & point-to-point

eNB transmission power (dBm)

43

eNB antenna gain (dBi)

17

eNB antenna height (m)

15

eNB noise bandwidth (MHz)

1.08, 4.5, 9 & 18

Receiver noise figure

5

@ offset 3.2 MHz

43

@ offset 5

45

MHz

@ offset 7.5 MHz

46.8

@ offset 8.2 MHz

47.2

Inter-cell interference usually relates to the ability of a system
in one part of the RF to account for several enabling/disabling
factors of coexistence issues, a combination of several
parameters is established here. The proposed approach can
find applicability in any kind of 4G systems, though LTE
networks are merely considered.

@ offset 10 MHz

48

@ offset 12.5 MHz

49

@ offset 17.5 MHz

50.5

@ offset 3.2 MHz

31.1

The Adjacent Channel power Leakage Ratios (ACLR) of the
interfering transmitter and Adjacent Channel Selectivities
(ACS) of the victim receiver in Table 1 are derived using the
steps established in (Annex K) of ITU-R M.2113-1 [31] along
with the Spectrum Emission Mask (SEM) formulas defined in
the 3GPP TS 36.104 [12]. The Adjacent Channel Interference
power Ratio (ACIR) is then found by [13]:

@ offset 5

33

ACLR(dB)

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

ACS(dB)

MHz

@ offset 7.5 MHz

34.8

@ offset 8.2 MHz

35.2

@ offset 10 MHz

36

@ offset 12.5 MHz

37

@ offset 17.5 MHz

38.4

ACIR 

ACLR. ACS
ACLR  ACS

(1)

The ACLR and ACS values listed in Table 1 cater for various
carrier-to-carrier frequency separations (or offsets), namely;
1.4, 5, 10 and 20 MHz, in order to reflect contiguous and
Guard Band (GB) isolated channels.
In our analyses, interference-to-noise power ratio (I/N) of -6
dB is used as interference protection criteria in preference to
other system targets such as carrier-to-interference (C/I) and
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carrier–to-noise (C/N) ratios, as expressed in the following
inequality [13]:
I  N  6 (dB)

multiple antennas (dB), TL, Norm,

Intdup and D are factors

(dB) of traffic load of interfering transmitter, bandwidth
normalization, inter-duplex overlap, and down-tilt,

(2)

respectively. The inclusion of TL, Norm, Intdup , Gm and D in
Eq. (5) is demonstrated in Figure. 3 and explained in the
following paragraphs:

For two systems to coexist in LTE [6], [7], [13], a 1 dB
increase in receiver noise floor caused by unwanted signal of
6 dB below victim receiver noise floor is the peak degradation
level that can be tolerated by the system, as depicted in
Figure.2.

Figure 3: Power flow diagram of LTE interfering signals
(factors in linear units).
Figure 2: Interference protection criteria.
The “up” and “down” arrows, as shown in Figure 3, denote
interference boosting and attenuating characteristics,
respectively. Furthermore, the double-arrows denote
changeable states, which can retain any value between their
corresponding maximum and minimum ones.

In Eq. (2), the noise floor N (dBm) is the sum of receiver
thermal noise and noise figure, given as [14]:

N  10log( K  T  BW )  NF

(3)

Perhaps one of the most enabling and mandatory items for 4G
standards and their successors of IMT-advanced family is the
adoption of multiple antennas to increase system performance
[11]. Remarkably and from interference point of view, the use
of multiple antenna elements implies increasing interference

23

where K = 1.38 10 J/k (Boltzmann's constant), T is
temperature in Kelvin, BW and NF are the noise bandwidth
(Hz) and noise figure (dB) of victim receiver, respectively.
For eNB receiver, Eq. (3) can be modified to:
N = -174 (dBm/Hz)+10log [12 15000 (Hz)  RB ]+NF

power by Gm  10  log( N ) , where

(4)

Additionally, the traffic or system load (TL) is a measure of
how heavily loaded the LTE-eNB is. It is a function of total
cell physical resources. It follows that LTE cell capacity (or
physical resources) is measured by total cell resource
elements (RE) available at the cell to serve network need after
total overheads are subtracted [16]. The overhead, on the other
hand, normally is due to physical channels and signals
resource elements consumption for the sake of channel
estimation and other guiding tasks. Available cell resources
are then distributed through the system scheduling unit (or the
scheduler) to different UE(s) according to their traffic needs.

The inter-cell interference I (dBm) transmitted from an
interfering eNB to a victim one is a function of several
parameters whose impact on interference can either be
positive (boosting) or negative (hampering); and it is
expressed as:

 Norm  Intdup  ( ACIR  PL  Ah  D)

is the gain (dB)

due to multiple antenna transmission and N is the number of
antenna elements deployed at the interfering transmitter. This,
however, should not be confused with the antenna gain Gt
(dBi)

where RB is the resource blocks per receiver bandwidth.

I  Pt  Gt  Gr  Gm  TL

Gm

(5)

where Pt is interferer transmitted power (dBm), Gt and Gr are
antenna gains of interfering transmitter and victim receiver
(dBi), respectively, ACIR is given in Eq. (1), and PL and Ah
are signal attenuations (dB) due to propagation [15] and
surrounding clutter [8], respectively, Gm is the gain due to

At this point, it is possible to calculate cell total physical
resources as a function of total resource elements, based on
system bandwidth and number of RBs used. However, actual
cell resources after scheduling is completed remain user-and
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time-dependent variable. Therefore, it’s plausible to assume
several values of (TL) to show the impact it holds on inter-cell
interference-victim.

Table 2: Inter-duplex overlap factors for potentially
overlapping systems.
Inter-duplex Overlap Factor Intdup (in linear
domain)

In view of that, and given an LTE network with diverse traffic
demands, the interference from any disturbing transmitter to
another disturbed receiver is a function of that interferer’s
traffic load (in %) [17].

Interfering Channel
Victim
Channel

Remarkably, in worst case scenarios, point-to-point (p-p)
interfering antennas are often assumed. This is, however, not
always the case as some interference situations result from
slated (tilted) interfering antennas due to, e.g. dissimilar masts
heights. In this work, the impact of down-tilted interfering
antenna on victim receiving antenna is also considered as an
area of improvement by which coexistence is enabled in
conjunction with physical isolations, as will be seen in Sec. 4.

TDD

The (D) in Eq. (5) denotes the down-tilt factor (dB), and is
expressed as follows:
FDD

10  log( )
D
0

TDD

FDD

1 if both victim and
Overlap is weighted
interferer use the same
based on the subframe
subframe configuration,
configuration of the
otherwise; it is weighted victim TDD channel, i.e.
accordingly, that is, the
the ratio:
ratio:
Victim's interfered subframes
Victim's interfered subframes
Total interfering subframes

Total interfering subframes

1

1

if downtilted Tx antenna
if point-to-point antennas

Lastly, the Norm in Eq. (5) stands for bandwidths
normalization factor (dB), and equals:

(6)

where  is the down-tilt angle (degrees), as shown in Figure.
3.


 BWvic 
10  log 
 if BWvic  BWint
Norm  
 BWint 
0
if BWvic  BWint


Typically, interference and coexistence studies of cellular
systems tackle their emerging issues without taking into
account their duplex modes. On the other hand, for duplexbased systems in general and LTE in particular, it is quite
important to consider the impact of duplex modes of both
interfered and interfering cells on total emitted inter-cell
interference power encountered. LTE, as a 4G radio, supports
both FDD and TDD duplex schemes, while half-duplex mode
being additional option introduced to LTE in certain network
operation [12]. As a result, the Intdup in Eq. (5) is the interduplex overlap factor (dB), by which ICI is weighted in
accordance with the duplex schemes of the overlapping cells.
For any coexisting systems, the entries in Table 2 provide
corresponding Intdup values (for potentially overlapping
channels. Thus, when an LTE cell of a certain duplex mode
interferes with other cells of similar or dissimilar duplex
schemes, it is necessary to account for frame configurations of
overlapping cells. This is because FDD-Uplink/Downlink
(UL/DL) subframes are uniquely distinguished during
transmission, while TDD-UL/DL subframes are all located in
the same frame. This, therefore, ensures only the impact of
relevant subframes (UL or DL) is considered in interference
calculations, but not both, as shown in Table 2.

(7)

where BWint and BWvic are interferer and victim channel
bandwidths (MHz), respectively. In fact, the additive factor,
Norm is used to normalize the transmission power of the
interfering cell. This means that if the disturbing cell transmits
at X dBm over a bandwidth of BWint (MHz), and it interferes
over a bandwidth less than BWint (MHz), the interference
from this cell should not be considered at X dBm but less than
that. In other words, the Norm converts X dBm over BWint to
Y dBm (which is less than X dBm) over less than BWint.

SYSTEMS SCENARIOS AND ASSUMPTIONS
When two LTE systems are deployed in the same region,
harmful interferences that can jeopardize system performance
may occur between them are eNB-to-eNB, eNB-to-User
Equipment (UE), UE-to-eNB, and UE-to-UE. In this paper,
the terms inter-cell interference and intra-technology-inter-cell
interference are used interchangeably, as being undergone
within same technology, that is, LTE, regardless of duplexing
modes of interfering cells; while, interference from LTE to
other technologies and vice versa, such as WiMAX, is
regarded as inter-technology-inter-cell type of interference, as
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being occurred between different technologies. With reference
to the former type, Figure 4 illustrates potential eNB-to-eNB
inter-cell interference (ICI) scenarios in two LTE systems,
both in FDD and TDD modes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, coexistence requirements of LTE networks are
determined. The key difference from previous studies is the
inclusion of probably overlooked, yet substantial, networks
parameters that can affect the deployment strategies and
therefore deployment targets for such systems. Equations (17) together with the assumptions in Sec. 3 are used to plot out
Figs. 5-10

Coexistence of LTE-FDD with LTE-TDD :
LTE-FDD as an interferer:
To begin with, an LTE-TDD receiver of 1.4, 5, 10 and 20
MHz scalable bandwidths, respectively, is used to assess the
interference from another adjacent FDD transmitter of a 5
MHz bandwidth, as seen in Figure 4 (1st interference path).
Through all scenarios, interfering spectra are assessed with
zero and 5 MHz guard bands (GB) in between, respectively,
to reflect various carrier-to-carrier frequency separations
(offset), as illustrated in Figs. 5-10. As a result, the whole
picture can be thought of as two interfering cells of 3.2-17.5
MHz frequency separations which, in reality, emulates
individual interference from 5 MHz BW transmitter to (1.4, 5,
10, and 20) MHz receivers, respectively.

Figure 4: Potential intra-technology-inter-cell interference
scenarios in LTE networks in the band 2.6 GHz.

Three interference mechanisms are considered in this work:
Out-Of-Band-Emissions (OOBE), i.e. contribution from
aggressor that falls within the victim's receiver bandwidth,
adjacent channel interference (ACI), i.e. unwanted signals
with frequency components that exist within or near the
receiver pass band, and Spurious emissions, i.e. far out
emissions beyond OOB. Co-channel type of interference, on
the other hand, is not widely manifested in emerging
coexisting technologies and is therefore not considered here
due to stringent allocations of spectra.

It turns out that terrestrial separations of (185, 137, 79 and 43)
km are necessary in the case of 5 MHz with (1.4, 5, 10, and
20) MHz coexisting base stations, respectively. Alternatively,
the adoption of 5 MHz guard band considerably improves
above requirements to (115, 97, 61 and 37) km for the same
coexisting base stations, as shown in Figure 5.

Notably, the interference between eNB(s) is highly
deterministic, while the interference between the UE or
between eNB(s) and UE is statistical in nature due to mobility
of the user equipment. In this work, eNB-to-eNB inter-cell
interference is considered. This, however, does not imply
inappropriateness or irrelevance of the proposed formulas to
mobile type of scenarios; in fact, the expressions and methods
developed in this work apply equally to both deterministic as
well as statistical analyses of interferences. The only
difference here stems merely from repeated use of developed
formulas over time to emulate astatic characteristics of UE(s)
when transmitting and/or receiving signals from/to eNB(s),
formally known as snapshots in Monte Carlo statistical
engine. Virtually, the repetitive and/or periodic application of
deterministic formulas of over-time-changing network
parameter (s), such as traffic load, is the key principle of
Monte Carol method in cellular systems.
Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that this paper has the
following limitations: Interference between macro eNB(s) is
discussed, and not macro to UE or UE-to-UE. Also, neither
micro base stations (base stations with low transmit powers)
nor shared antennas nor half-duplex transmissions (LTE’s 3rd
duplex variant) are covered in this work. On the other hand,
Table 1 recaps LTE networks parameters tackled in this work.

Figure 5: Coexistence requirements for the interference from
LTE-FDD transmitter to LTE-TDD receiver (case 1).
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The requirements in Figure 5 are derived with stringent worstcase situation in mind; that is the employment of two
transmits antennas and 100% loaded interferer along with (pp) coexisting antennas. However, much more relaxed worstcase coexistence constraints can be obtained when other
factors are so adjusted that less interference is transmitted.
This situation is perceived by setting aggressor’s transmission
parameters to 100% load, 2 transmit antennas, and 3o downtilt
angle, along with 0.5 inter-duplex overlap factor. This is
known as DSUUU-DSUUD subframe configuration for TDD
receiver, as illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 7: Coexistence requirements for the interference from
LTE-TDD transmitter to LTE-FDD receiver (case 1).

Figure 6: Coexistence requirements for the interference from
LTE-FDD transmitter to LTE-TDD receiver (case 2).

LTE-TDD as an interferer :
Interference from LTE-TDD transmitter to LTE-FDD receiver
is represented by the second interference path shown in Figure
4. In its worst-case situation, the interference from TDD base
station to another adjacent FDD (UL) one is slightly different
from the case when FDD interferes with a TDD eNB
(Subsec.1.1). Indeed, the bounds are less relaxed when TDD
is the interferer and FDD is the victim, as illustrated in Figure
7.

Figure 8: Coexistence requirements for the interference from
LTE-TDD transmitter to LTE-FDD receiver (case 2).

Coexistence of LTE-TDD with LTE-TDD :
Coexistence of TDD type of LTE networks are very likely to
occur. In contrast to other coexistence scenarios, deploying
two TDD-based LTE networks in the same geographic area
entails more rigorous design and deployment conditions than
required by LTE(FDD-TDD) one. Figs 9-10 display required
terrestrial isolations necessary for the two to peacefully
coexist. As can be seen in Figure 10, and for the same
scenario, those bounds are more relaxed when the discussed
factors are slightly adjusted. The net result is a set of more
flexible deployment constraints than the one in Figure 9.

As a trade-off, Figure 8 is a half-way workaround between
requirements relaxation and worst-case scenario, where the
same constraints used to plot Figure 7 are slightly relaxed,
taking advantage of the interference enabling/disabling
parameters earlier discussed. The inter-duplex overlap factor
is not affected by changing TDD subframe configurations as
the victim in this case is FDD (UL), rather than TDD.
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demonstrated that some key network parameters can
drastically twist coexistence constraints, either more relaxed
or more stringent, depending on whether they boost or limit
interfering signals. Finally, the proposed methodology is
applicable to other 4G and beyond 4G technologies provided
the relevant key transmission parameters are included.
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